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2013 Autumn Chung Pyung Special Great Works: 2nd Day 

 

From 3:00 pm on the 2nd day of the '2013 Autumn Chung Pyung Special Great Works' (Great Works) the 

'Unification Sports Festival' was held with Heung Jin Nim and Dae Mo Nim. The plaza around the Tree 

of Love was filled with members with a lovely autumn weather with beautiful sceneries in the 

background. 

 

After the opening remarks by Rev. Yeong-ho Ha, President of Chung Pyung Heaven and Earth Training 

Center and the introduction of MCs by Rev. Myeong-gwan Lee, General Director of Chung Pyung 

Heaven and Earth Training Center, Lecturer In-pyo Moon and Lecturer Toshiaki Yokoi who wore the 

costume of Spider-man and Iron-man came to the stage with opening acts. Before the actual beginning the 

two emcees started with some exercise with energetic music to get the atmosphere going. 

 

The Sports Festival was held with two teams, the 'Shim Jeong Team' and 'Unification Team'. The first 

game was the massage game. Each team competes to see which teams sits down first after massaging the 

persons in front and behind. Then there was the 'dance battle' where house wives were called to dance. 

The elder sisters danced their original dance which was very entertaining for the participants. 

 

Then there was a cheering battle from both teams. Each team had a cheering team which performed to 

exciting music which made everyone excited. 

 

Then the games began; first game was the pushing the 'Giant Ball' over the head; then 'Rugby ball relay' 

kicking the rugby ball with fins; 'flipping cards' flipping the cards to each team color; 'Toy car relay' 

riding a toy car around the corn, 'Stick hopping' jumping over a stick by teams; 'balloon popping' who 

gets to pop the balloon first, '7 legged race' and other games were played so that all ages could enjoy. 

 

In between the game there was a time with all the members and the MCs to dance to the hit music 'Bar 

Bar Bar' by 'Crayon-pop' a famous K-POP group. At the end there was a game of breaking the decorated 

balls. Once these are broken banners would come out and say, 'Inherit Heavenly Blessings of Heavenly 

Fortune', 'Owners of the Victory of Vision 2020' and '2013 Autumn Chung Pyung Special Great Works 

Unification Sports Festival'. 

 

The final victory went to Unification Team and Dae Mo Nim bestowed the Champion's Flag to the 

winning team. Through this Unification Sports Festival many members were able to once again feel the 

love of Heavenly Parent, True Parents of Heaven, Earth and Humankind and Heung Jin Nim and Dae Mo 

Nim. The '2013 Autumn Chung Pyung Special Great Works Unification Sports Festival' ended promising 

to be held for next year. 

 

 

 


